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1. Abstract
This thesis is investigating the impact of the digital era with its technological advanced
components and revolutionized information platforms on shaping the future of the Egyptian
independent music. The author investigated this impact through conducting fifteen semi
structured qualitative interviews between the 15th of December 2012 to 25th of January 2013
with the relevant Egyptian independent music stakeholders whom gave the researcher a better
insight of what is the optimal business model(s) that can flourish for them a new music
production value chain and lead opining new opportunities which will leads them to a productive
and continuous creative process with a sustainable income within the digital era technological,
socio-economic and political Egyptian context.
Through investigating the research questions and based on the research theoretical framework,
the author concluded that the Egyptian independent music stakeholders are aware of new
technologies benefits specially at production and promotion levels, but they also emphasized the
financial remuneration challenges that is facing them specially changing the reality of the weak
online sales as a result of lacking to an effective online sales and promotion models.
Another conclusion that is based on W. Brian Arthur perspective toward the Nature of
Technology, that technology has a specific nature and to be flourishing in Egypt, this requires
suitable domain and economies, thus, referring to our subject, technology is not determinant in
developing the Egyptian independent music (EIM) future as a result of the lack of the required
conditions, but what the new technologies did (specially the internet applications) is disrupting
the major music network (Clayton Christensen Innovators dilemma) and pulled out the EIM
from underground to on ground, specifically after the Egyptian uprising at 25th of January (Chris
Anderson long Tail theory).
Finally, such as other niche music, the EIM can be founded at the long tail of Chris Anderson but
it needs to be bumped, aggregated and promoted, part of assisting in that, the author suggest a
business which is named DARNA – Digital Arabic Repertoire Network and Aggregator, which
is aiming to aggregate the Arabic and Egyptian independent music digital sales, in addition to
manage the first network for the Arabic Independent music including Egypt.
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2. Research Background
Egypt is considered the capitol of the Arabic music industry (Rizk, 2010, p.101) where is most of
the Arabic music is produced and the where is the major Arabic music market activities is
happening. All the figures that are related to the Egyptian and the Arabic music industry shows a
high degree of concentration ( Harabi, 2009, P. 53), this concentration can be illustrated through
the analysis of the Arabic market structure here is sales is divided in two countries and music
production is controlled by two majors from these two countries (Rotana form K. Saudi Arabia
and Alam Elfan from Egypt) (figure 2). And these two majors are controlling 95% share of the
Arabic music market (Figure 3), and managing and owning the financial exploitation rights to
95% of the Arabic recorded repertoire (figure 4).
This high industry concentration have many negative implications on the development of the
Arabic and Egyptian music, specially this music business environment is mixed with political
obscurity and power games, which is restricting the entrance of any independent labels who are
unable to compete with the two majors financial, marketing and distribution resources.1
For example during the 90’s there was 384 label’s whom were active music producers with
different capacities (they were producing on the average 1000 album/year), but today in 2013,
most of them either shut down or bought by one of the major’s, just very few are still working
but mainly by producing one album a year (the current average production is 30 album/year with
a decrease by 97% in music production).2

other Arabic
Countries
20%

Arabic Music Marekt Share
Egypt
40%

Saudi Arabia
40%
Figure 2: Complied based on the interview with Mohsin Jaber - Alam Elfan CEO

1 All the major music releases is Arabic pop solo singer releases with three main styles; Egyptian, Lebanese and
Arabic Gulf.
2
Mohsin Jaber Interview – Alam Elfan CEO
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Elfan
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15%

Rotana
80%

Others

Rotana
75%
Figure 4 Complied based on the interview with Mohsin
Figure 3: source: (Rizk, 2010,p.103
Jaber - Alam Elfan CEO

1.1 The Egyptian Independent Music
The 384 independent label’s whom were established after the cassette booming at the late 70’s 3,
and are considered as the first wave of the EIM had most of the time an equal or close to equal
market share, and their business size was convergent, which was a motivating business
environment for establishing new label’s, mostly following the a risk – averse tactics (Fishkopf,
2010, p. 17) which was reflected to their limited investments as a result of the narrow margin
profit, and most of them they were investing in one music genre, and avoiding any expensive
productions, such as bands records, either with Arabic music genre or western genre with Arabic
lyrics.4
The second wave of the EIM which flourished at the late 90’s and beginning of 21st century has a
different business models and value chain, influenced by its technological motor “the internet”
dynamics and structure.5Most of the AIM is focusing on the live concerts and rarely do they
depend on the recorded music. their value chain is simple and not structured: a group of youth
has a shared music interests and talent, the establish a band, do a home recording (or a friend fee
or low cost studio), upload the music on YouTube or sound cloud, get feedback and some
3

But more importantly as a result of the new liberal economic policies (Infitah: Openness) adopted by the
Mohammad Anwar Al- Sadata presidential period.
4
Like Love and Peace band (Alhob Wassalm) music which was released by Sound of America Label, source: Peace
and love Band, (2012). A’di Song. Retrieved 20.4 from http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaGZbBWGuas
5

the internet economy isbecoming one of the sixth largest economies in the world ranked after: USA, China, India, Japan and
Germany Shorouk News based on BCG report.:

http://shorouknews.com/news/view.aspx?cdate=26032012&id=52956c24-9139-4e6d-9552-858bd7e7e68b
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attention for the audience, finally they enter to their favorite and revival part of the value chain:
live/fe scene. Many indications were collected from the interviews supporting this argument such
as: most of the EIM bands are not signed with labels, on the average they recorded two albums
the last 13 years, although there is more than 50 bands performing but less than 10 bands has
albums in the market although they have recording for free online, and finally, although there is
many bands flourished the last 13 years the recorded businesses around these bands were not
established.

2.2 The Egyptian music and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR):
The IPR in Egypt require a special investigation that can discuss and investigate it within the
Egyptian political, socio-economic and cultural context, without copying the developed countries
models deficiency and by considering the new technological development.
Although the IPR framework flourished at the developed industrial and colonial countries either
to control their products or to control their societies, these legal framework were introduced and
many times imposed to the less developed countries such as Egypt, with a goal of linking it’s
economies with what is produced at the colonial developed countries and restricting any kind of
development. These policies created knowledge and inventions monopolization (especially at the
basic needed products such as medicine) which is considered as a unique and a new kind of
monopoly in the history of human civilization. (Like modern colonialism and imperialism
uniqueness)
Thus, the Egyptian IPR legislations are almost copy

paste from the developed countries

legislation (special the French law) and Egypt is an active member at many international
organizations that is enforcing the IPR such as: WTO and WIPO. Based on Rizk perspective
toward the IPR system in Egypt, Rizk think that any measurement or regulation that is aiming to
enforce the IPR in Egypt will fail to achieve its goals for many socio-economic reasons. Some of
these reasons are related to the fact that most of the Egyptian musician (in both major and
independent) is generating their prim income from live music and not from the overestimated
recorded music. Thus, Rizk conclude that a flexible IPR regime can ensure that tension between
creators an user is eased. (Rizk, 2010, page. 126-129).
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There is different perspectives toward the IPR regime in Egypt, representing the division inside
the Egyptian music (and culture industry) stakeholders. This include the EIM whom appear as if
IPR is irrelevant to them, although most of them recognize (based on the research interviews) the
importance of the minimum IPR regime where they can protect their literature and ethical rights,
and avoid any exploitations of their music by different kind of profit businesses. Especially
within the digital era where it is noticeable that IPR enforcement will not solve the music
industry problems.
File sharing/Piracy and the Egyptian Music Industry Losses:

The author agree with Rizk and Frishkopf that it is difficult to find any published information,
statistics or data on sales, revenues or employment within the Egyptian music industry (Rizk,
2010, p.101) and (Frishkopf, 2010, p.17), but based on IFPI reports, Rizk illustrated the piracy
rates and the record label’s losses as a result of the internet in the last 10 years:

Chart Title
16
14

Axis Title

12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Estimated Piracy Rates
Trade Lossses in Recordes and
Music Industry in Egypt
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Figure 5 Developed by the author based on Nagla Rzk Diagram which was cited from IIPA reports (Rzk, 2010, Nagla p. 122

We can notice that Piracy and file sharing is causing losses to the Egyptian music industry by 15
million USD, and this value is three times more than 1997 (Rizk, 2010, p. 121) and we found
through the field work that this value at least doubled. Moshin Haber, CEO for Alma Elfan told
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the author that the losses reached to 95% 6 and Mustafa Kamel, the Deputy of the Syndicate of
the musical profession, said “it is not the truth to say that the Cassette (CD) market is passing
through recession in that last two years, what is the truth is to say that the cassette market died”7.
These number does not include or apply to the new wave of the EIM, which is focusing more on
the live music and their music is published by them, for free, using the internet, but it is relevant
to the old independent labels whom bankrupted/disappeared/ acquisitioned by the majors, and of
course it is a huge loss to the major labels themselves.
Although the maximal legislation were adapted in Egypt with a goal of protecting copyrights
and creativity, still the piracy and file sharing is accelerating rapidly, as a result of dramatic
decline in the Egyptian purchase power, which means less disposable expenses budget which
spent mainly on entertainment and culture industries, in addition to the Political instability which
influenced directly the music business by the dramatic decrease in the recorded and live music,
and finally the noticeable increase in the use of the internet and new technologies to receive
music, either through the free online platforms or the rapidly increasing online file sharing.

2.3 Music and Technology in Egypt:

New technology, specially the internet, influenced the whole major label’s activities and value
chain structure; there is a collapse of the recorded music sales both; physical and online.8 For
EIM, internet took them forward. Three things were accelerating before the 25th of January 2011
in Egypt, internet and technological use (specially online social platforms such as facebook,
YouTube and Twitter), file sharing and piracy almost and the majors lobbying and efforts to
enforce the legislation and laws, and almost a new Egyptian DRM law was on the way of being
issued, but the uprising of the 25th of January 2011 blocked all the efforts, many things collapsed
including the music industry, were technology played a defined and concrete role in the

6

Mohisn Jaber mentioned that IFPI reported that losses from piracy IN THE Arabic world is 2 billion USD which means 95% of
the current music industry revenues. So developed the following quation to extract theEgyptian current market revenue: 2 billion
Arbaic recorded music expected revenues without piracy X .05 the current revenues= 100 Million USD is the current Arabic
recorded music revenue. Egypt market share is 40% of he Arabic msuic market (based on Mohsin Jaber interview)= 40 million
USD. All figuers were received by Mohsin Jaber interview – Alam Elfan CEO.
7
Shorouk News, (3 january, 2013). Internet Hit the Casstte Market with Nockdown. Retrived 4.5 from:
http://shorouknews.com/news/view.aspx?cdate=03012013&id=f25cf4c2-b8bf-4469-aca3-4774d13101eb
8
Mohsin Jaber Interview – Alam Elfan CEO
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revolution (both in politics and music), but its contributions were complementary rather than
core. (Zack Brisson, 2011).

3. Theoretical Framework
Thorough the theoretical framework, the author will approach the research main title: The Future
of the Independent Egyptian music in the Digital Era by putting the technological developing
and its manifestation at the overall context of the Egyptian Arabic music, although the author
share with W. Brain Arthur note that “Our deepest hope as human being lies in technology but
deepest trust lies in nature” (Arthur, 2009, p. 55 and 215) , but still there is a need for
researching of how the information revolution and the enormous technological development will
affect the future of our culture and art from different aspects.

3.1 The Nature of Technology:
It is difficult to investigate the impact of digitalization and information revolution on the future
of the Egyptian music generally and the independent music specifically, without deepening our
understanding to the nature of this digital technological development. Based on W. Brain Arthur
presentation to what is technology, its domains and economies, there is a need to investigate the
technological development in the Arabic countries and in Egypt precisely, since Egypt is
considered as a leading country to the rest of the Arabs, and through this investigation, some
questions should be asked about the level of the participation in the past, current and future
technological development and information revolution, and to what degree Arabic regimes,
government, organizations and companies understand profoundly what technology means and
requires, therefore to what degree they adapt policies that will help their societies to achieve a
technological participation and progress and create for it an appropriate domains and economies.

It is obvious from all statistics that for the emerging information revolution and technological
development in the Arabic world and Egypt, there is still a need for other than political
revolutions (Arabic spring) or consumption revolution (gulf high consumption supported by oil),
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there is a need for human security which is a prerequisite for human development,9 there is a
need for an organic and grass root socio-economic revolution to speed up the economic
development within local and region context, expanding public awareness about technologies
inventions and innovations ( not just how to consume technologies) and how it’s predicted to
change these societies economies.
“ Social media can be used to ease extremism” says Saudi Interior minister10, “Egypt Blocks
YouTube”11 and “The regulation policy consists of certain frameworks and categories in regards
to the internet, which must be taken into consideration by Internet service providers to ensure the
security of the Internet and protect end users from harmful websites containing materials that
are contrary to religious and ethical values of the community of the United Arab Emirates”

12

,

all these examples on internet regulation and restriction at the Arabic countries has different
reasons and leads to one result which is controlling the internet based on the regimes worries and
believes that these new technology could motivate new political domains that is contradicting
with the existing one, or it could motivate creativities and inventions which is passing and
contradicting with the current “society/Regimes values”. Arthur’s intensified these ideas by this
sentence: “The greater the distance between a novel solution and accepted one, the larger this
lock in to previous tradition”. (Arthur, 2009, p.140).
But from the other side, the digital information revolution got this MORPH power of not
allowing to be controlled, and this is influential, especially to the independent art and music in
Egypt, and the Arabic countries within its context. When Mubarak regime shut down mobiles
and internet in Cairo downtown between 27-28/1/201113 he did not knew that rules of the game

9

Human Development Report, (2009), Challenges to Human Security in the Arab Countries. Reterived 4.5 from:
:http://hdr.undp.org/xmlsearch/reportSearch?c=r:Arab+States&k=&t=*&y=*
10 Mail and Guardian, (13.March, 2013). Social media can be used to ease extremism, says Saudiminister.Retrieved8.4from:
http://mg.co.za/article/2013-03-13-arabs-urged-to-use-social-media-to-fight-extremism
11

Aljazeera English, (9 February 2013). Egypt blocks YouTube over anti-Islam film. Retrieved 25.3 from: :

http://www.aljazeera.com/news/middleeast/2013/02/201329152030960569.html
12

UAE Interact, (2. August 2008). TRA Issues Regulation Policy on “Internet” Access Management”. Retrieved 20.4 from:

http://www.uaeinteract.com/docs/TRA_issues_regulation_policy_on_Internet_Access_Management/31367.htm
13

Christopher Williams, (28 Jan 2011). How Egypt shut down the internet. Retrieved 1.5:

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/africaandindianocean/egypt/8288163/How-Egypt-shut-down-the-internet.html
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changed and it is not anymore the old game rules where borders could be guarded, and it is not
printed manifesto or newspaper which could be confiscated, it is a new virtual domain.
The conclusion for the last decade and more intensively since 2011, that the Arabic world,
especially Egypt, is facing a huge disruption in the current systems (economies and domains and
part of it resulted from the information revolution and digitalization), But still did not flourish
new system (economies and domains, and this could be noticed in the music production). For
example, the disruption occurred to the sales of the major’s music catalogues (which is criticized
for the homogeneity with the western pop music) is huge, but the new leading independent music
till this moments, could not aggregate, filter or flourish new music genres and markets.
Thus, the independent music must “foster the local culture craft” and create its own sound,
maybe it cannot make it now, because it’s still living and experiencing the transformation era and
the process of a structural change, but it should be aware of this transformation and change
requirements.

3.2 The Innovator’s Dilemma:
After defining technology, its domain and economies, Clayton Christensen at his book:
Innovator’s Dilemma, will deepen the knowledge of when technology is disruptive and when it
is sustainable? And which companies is facing the disruptive technology? And why?
Christensen is describing the reasons for the innovator’s dilemma as a result of these business
and companies failure to distinguish between sustaining and disruptive technologies, so they deal
with disruptive technologies which bring to the market a different value proposition the same
way they deal with the sustaining technology which is mostly fostering the existing products.
(Christensen, 1997, p. xviii – xix).
In addition to that, these businesses cannot observe when markets needs are not limited to
technological improvement, in some condition; markets are looking for new revolutionary
technologies. Christensen is explaining that the pace of technologies progress can, and often
does, outstrip what market need. This means that the relevance and competitiveness of different
technological approaches can change with respect to different markets over time and these
technologies can progress faster than what market demand, means that in their efforts to provide
11
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better products than their competitors and earn higher prices and margins, suppliers often
overshot their market by offering their customers more than what they need or willing to pay for.
From the other side these companies do not have the vision to be aware that the disruptive
technologies that may underperform today, relative to what users in market demand, may be its
performance will be fully competitive in the same market tomorrow(Christensen, 1997, p. xixxx).
Another reason for innovator’s dilemma that they think that investing aggressively in disruptive
technology is not a rational financial decision because these technologies are simpler, cheaper
with a low margin, and above all these businesses do not take seriously the new emerging
markets and new customers, and they are satisfied with their profitable customers whom do not
want, and indeed initially cannot use, products based in disruptive technologies. Hence, most
companies with practiced discipline in listening to their best customers and identifying new
products that promise greater profitability and growth are rarely able to build a case for investing
in disruptive technologies for unseen market, until it is too late and leave these markets relatively
to certain types of entering firms (Christensen, 1997, p.xix).
Finally, Christensen diagnose the impact of the company’s value network framework to these
companies reaction to the disruptive products, as Christensen put it: Good managers do what
make sense and what make sense primarily shaped by their value network. Value network is
mirroring the product architecture and thus it matrices the product value and cost. Christensen
summing up, that the attractiveness of a technological opportunity and the degree of difficulty a
producer will encounter in exploiting it, are determined by among other factors, the firm’s
position in the relevant value network. The manifest strength and weakness of entrant firm’s are
consequences not of differentials in technological or organizational capabilities between
incumbent and entrant firms, but of their position in the industry different value network
(Christensen, 1997, p. xx- xxxii).
If these four findings are the main reason for the disruption that is facing the world major music
labels business models and strategies in the digital era, and since that the Arabic two majors
(Alam Elfan and Rotana) copied these business models and strategies, hence, these two
companies are not an exception in this case. This never means that the majors died, but majors
are shifting their business model from being active music labels (releasing new music, exploiting
12
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new artists and repertoires financial rights…etc) to entertainment media productions, such as
concentrating on their satellite channels which is supported by ads and paid sms’s sent by artist
fans. In addition to that they are relatively satisfied financially by licensing their back catalogues
(which they own its exploitation rights forever based on their contracts with authors and
lyricists)14 to major entertainment programs like: X factor, Arab Idol and The Voice. (These
programs are occupying the mainstream music scene and filling the lack and collapse of live
concerts for the superstars as a result of the current Arabic political situation).15
From the other side, the EIM was not disrupted by the new technologies, based on Christensen
approach and the author interviews and observation, still, EIM market is not mature enough to be
flourished to be disrupted.

3.3 Long Tail Theory:
Based on the Chris Anderson long tail theory which is focusing on the niche market, it is very
helpful for this research to investigate if some of the long tail theory suggestions to develop these
niche markets are relevant to EIM market so they can bump their location at the long tail with
enough market share and sustainable revenues streaming16 (Anderson, 2009, p.217-248).

The author agree with Chris Anderson that niche market should not depend on the internet and
digitalization current impact, specially amplifying their voices including EIM after facing all pre
– internet obstacles and restrictions. But they should use this technological opportunity to
improve their music and economic networking, aggregating and filtering in an updated, dynamic
and easy way, and they should think niche by using different distribution method and understand
that there is no one distribution fit all, while at the same time focusing on the new social networks
to create new markets without misunderstanding the these networks is social with some economic

14

Mohsin Jaber told the author that most of his album contrcats includes Alam Elfan exploit the fincial right for the
songs both lyrics and compsoition all the life and foever, that means buying completely the lyrcis and msuic.
15

Ingy Lofty, (25 August, 2012). New talents music contest is resisting superstar unemployment. Retrieved 28.3 from:

: http://elbadil.com/art/2012/08/25/60786
16
Bumping the long tail was first presented for the Author by Proffessor Bendik Hofseth at one of the master
programs lectures.
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dimensions. For example, they can use all online analytics like: Google or Facebook analytics
helping them to define their fans base demographically and geographically.

4. Research Methodology
The author followed a research strategy that is based on collecting a primary data through a
qualitative semi structured interviews that were conducted to approach the research questions
and aim. The qualitative semi structured interviews method refers to a context in which the
interviewer has a series of questions that are in the general form of an interview schedule, but the
interviewer can vary the sequence of questions (Byrman 2008, P.196).
The fact that the emergence of the Egyptian independent music is still in its infancy, and with the
intensity of the political situation during the implementations of the interviews, the author
decided to interview as many stakeholders as it is possible within the time limit, to gain a
relevant and significant data to the research and can give it additional value and better insight.
This researcher faced the same difficulties that other researchers whom investigated the Arabic
and Egyptian music faced before (Rizk,2010, p.101 and Frishkopf, 2010, p.17) finding any
published information, statistics or data on sales, revenues or employment within Egypt’s music
industry which can be used as secondary data. This is why the researcher decided not to include
a secondary data at his research methodology.

4.1 The Qualitative Semi Structures Answers:
The scope of this paper does not allow to the author to include the comprehensive 15 conducted
interviews analysis; this is why the author will try to give a holistic overview for their answers to
the different research questions.
4.1.1 The difficulties that is facing EIM:

The EIM stakeholder’s focused on the weaknesses of the independent scene production, as a
result of the financial limitation and the lack of a developed value chain that can motivate the
scene development.
4.1.2 The EIM main income source:

EIM (in addition to major musicians) are generating their main revenue from live scene, except
the major record labels who receives part of the revenues from live scene, but major’s labels
revenues are generated mostly from different sales activities. Thus, Most of the stakeholders
14
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emphasize the importance of the live music as an essential medium between creators and their
fans, in addition to their believes that live music experience cannot be found in any other
mediums, therefore, live music is the only part of music industry that can motivate the
development of other activities such as: record label, management companies, distribution
companies etc.
4.1.3 EIM perspective toward IPR:

EIM has a flexible perspective toward IPR when it comes to the individual access to their music
but they are demanding a minimal enforcement for the literature and ethical rights, and a
financial compensating for any exploitation that occurred by other businesses, specially the well
established one and not the small size businesses (hairdressers, or small workshops or small
coffee shop).
4.1.4 Which Arabic music genre that can be successful locally and internationally:

Most of the stakeholders expressed their belief that this music genre should be rooted within the
local culture and soil. This criterion is shaping the independent bands mostly since they are very
linked and connected with their societies, and this is reflected on their music. But most of AIM
stakeholders emphasized also the importance of developing their sound. In addition to that, many
of the stakeholders mentioned the difficulty to specify one leading genres, since most of music
genre (on local and international level) is mixing and has different level of cross influences, thus,
maybe there will be a new merging genre without labeling and categorizing it, but it just has to
be authentic and aesthetic.
4.1.5

EIM and the new technology Adaptation:

Most of the independent music stakeholders are aware of new technologies benefits especially at
production and promotion levels, but they also emphasized the financial remuneration challenges
that are facing them either directly through online sales or indirectly through increasing the live
concert demand as a result of the online promotion. The author observed that the EIM
stakeholders have enough skills, creativity and knowledge to solve many of the technological
negative impacts on their music business value chain, such as 100 copy label initiative which has
a business model based on reducing the fixed and variable costs by establishing an exchangeable
and reciprocity relationship.17 Another observation by the author is that most of the famous
independent bands are the one who do a good use of their online platforms and new
17

100 copy has a recording, mixing, and editing room where all EIM can record their music with a very low cost or for free ( if
they do not have money) but in front of this service, they should make a service for the label at the same amount of value, such
as: playing a concert for free at 100 copies
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technologies, since they are assisted by others, such as friends or relatives who are specialist in
information technology or their background is promotion, marketing and public relations.

1. Conclusion
The author experience within the independent scene in Palestine which shares some similarities
with the Egyptian independent music scene, made the decision of choosing the thesis subject,
aim, questions, theoretical framework very relevant and correlated which was supported by the
feedback and answers which were received by the 15 EIM stakeholders whom were interviewed.
In addition to that and through the 3 month internship at Kirkelig Kulturverksted record label
(KKV)18 focusing on social media and digital sales area, the author developed the following
conclusions.

5.1 The Nature of the technological development in Egypt:
“I realized that new technologies were not “inventions” that came from nowhere “ (Arthur, 2009,
p.2), this is why It is a very idealistic to approach technology as if its creation is separated from
its dialectical materialistic structure and context that was explained precisely by Arthur through
emphasizing the major factor contained and embodied in all novel technologies that is built out
overtime within a certain domain, this domain contain its special and owned rules of
combination and ways of thinking, within certain economies, which is mirroring its technologies
progress and novelty.
This nature of technology is different and undeveloped in Egypt than other developed countries,
with an economy that was all the time suffering from injustice and inequality with a very high
class division represented by the 25% poverty living with LE 256 per month per person (Less
than 37$ equal to the price of two CD’s in Oslo) LE171.5 and 4.8% extreme poverty with LE
171.5 per person per month (less than 25$) and 13% of unemployment. In addition to many
social realities that is opposing to the new technologies and digital uses such as the illiterate
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percentage which is 24% between Egyptian women and 12% between Egyptian men.19 All these
economic and social example leads to unbalance technological development between Egypt and
many other countries specially the developed world. Peter Tschmuck agree with Arthur that the
concept of innovation to include social, legal, organizational, aesthetic, etc. factors, rather than
reducing it to just technological factors. "Industrial culture" is merely not affected by
technological changes but also by the changes of norms adhered to and values held by acting
persons (Tschmuck, 2006, p.214)20 and differentiate between Invention and innovation, by
explaining that innovation has occurred only after invention is successfully put in the market”.
The conclusion at this part and holistically speaking that it is not true that technology is a real
driving motor for economies, culture and society in Egypt, including music, but new
technologies application, specially the online social platforms connected the unseen, undefined,
unrecognized Egyptian population segment (mostly youth and middle class) to be connected and
the opportunity to raise their voice. A noticeable organize part of this segment is the EIM which
was rebirth stronger with the entrant of the internet in 2000. Internet speed up the flourish of new
EIM wave but this wave was more motivated by the new venues which were opened targeting
them, and later with the political change that opened for them new media coverage and live
concerts opportunities, in and outside Egypt.

5.2 The Innovators dilemma made out of Egypt but disrupted the Egyptian
major Music:
In the last 30 years the Egyptian mainstream music produced by the major label’s overshot the
Egyptian and Arabic music market, shaped by producing a one subject (mostly love songs) with
similar rhythm mixed or influenced by few world popular music genre such as: Latino or western
pop, depending on their unauthentic audience whom were consuming the music like any other
product and after few weeks or days they just forget it. These major’s did not try to create tools
and channels to different sub Arabic music genres to flourish, and thus, creating a diverse music
19
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library that can help them to sustain during the dramatic changes and disruptive technologies.
The major’s listening capabilities to their audience is similar to the dictatorship regimes listening
capabilities, and almost their collapse was similar and the consequences for this collapse was hug
and full of chaos
The Arabic Major’s (similar to the world major’s) did not see (and listen) to the new
technological development requirement (especially internet and digitalization) to recreate their
framework, culture, way of investing. The opposite, they thought in the same traditional way,
with ignorance sometime, and arrogance many times, and radical lobbying for maximizing the
IPR legislation and fighting piracy most of the time.
“some cases the new technologies swept through quickly, others transition took decades” as
Christensen is explaining, this is why the major’s thought that new technologies could be
controlled like the traditional market, and they were correct by this short term vision, since they
controlled the market the whole decade from late 90’s to early 21st century (before that there no
disruptive technology flourished like the internet and digitalization). This disruption situation
was accelerated by the development of the internet and other technological products such as
mobiles (with the second and third mobiles generation), in parallel to that, the independent scene
found new live (venues) and online channels, cheaper recording costs, and reached their peak
success after 25th of January 2011 uprising, were the majors found that their last compensating
revenue source, live scene and festivals, collapsed dramatically as a result of the political and
economical situation.
Peter Jenner at his speech in WIPO conference in China told the audience: “Coming, as I do,
from the UK it is hard to make suggestions on these issues given our own failure to adequately
deal with the copyright problems raised by the digital revolution. So let me start by saying that I
hope you will tolerate my comments and think about doing what I say, not doing what my
country has done on these issues”21, in other words, the Arabic major label’s and market was
disrupted by the new technologies more than their sisters in the developed countries because they
did not understand the nature of the new technologies and they were all the time copying not
creating, consuming not producing, imitating not inventing, and importing the developed
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countries models without investigating their context, and with a manner of repeating their
mistakes in a very catastrophic and radical way.22

5.3 The Egyptian Independent Music should bump the long tail or it will be
stuck:
Bumping the long tail requires from the EIM to flourish it is new business model that is
organized and developed enough to be suitable for creating a sustainable creative industry and
sustainable economic life for creators. Most of the EIM stakeholders whom were interviewed
mentioned how it is important that these business models focus on aggregating the EIM,
networking, lobbying, promoting, and developing new value chain for EIM that can promote
their music production.
In addition to that, this bumping requires from EIM to understand and study carefully what is the
nature of the new technologies and online social media, and to be careful that this technology can
be as Clay Shirky wrote: “New technology makes new things possible: put another way, when
new technology appears, previously impossible things start occurring. If enough of those
impossible things are important and happen in a bundle, quickly, the change becomes a
revolution. (Shirky, 2008, p. 107),23 or it could be ineffective and irrelevant for any kind of
changing if it was not used and exploited carefully and professionally.
Finally, New technologies and especially new online social platform should be observed by the
EIM as their amplifier, their channels which through them are reaching to their people and
audience, but it will not be effective unless if it was linked to the following three principles:
1) Their music should be authentic music, ramifying them truly, speaking about the situation
of the absnet (the others) and about their own context issues linked to their culture.
(Moor, 2010, p. 465 )24.

2) Technology and new social media can speed up their base but will not shape the future of
the Egyptian music which needs more than technological revolution to do this radical
change, Egypt and the Egyptian music needs a deeper economical, social, educational
22
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and political change and restructure to be affordable and realistic to observe how will be
the Egyptian music and other field future.25

5.4 DARNA: Business model to bump the Tail
The author is aware that the digital market in the Arabic world is still primitive and through the
field work and the three months internship at KKV with the supervision of phonofile, and within
the designed theoretical framework, the author concluded that EIM and AIM in general should
not depend completely on the new technological development and the digital era culture and
applications, and know that this technology has many positive impacts on EIM, but the Arabic
music is still like nature, rooted in physical scene (live concerts) and influenced by human
attitude.
But from the other side, there is a need to initiate new projects that is supporting the AIM at this
phase in creating new possible options to grow and produces its own organic, revolutionary,
authentic and sustainable future.
DARNA project (in Arabic it means: Our Home) is not just about digital music sales, but is more
about amplifying the AIM to the whole world and protects their rights to reach a broad audience.
DARNA approach is to start aggregating digital music sales as a first step, but networking and
exchanging relationship between all AIM stakeholders which could lead to more aesthetic and
authentic music, live concerts and more sustainability, is major steps managed by DARNA.
Digital Arabic Repertoire and Network Aggregator “DARNA” is going be a leading aggregator
for the Arabic independent music “AIM” which manage, organize and increase the availability of
its repertoires in the digital markets and platforms, targeting both: distributing AIM music to all
digital platforms and managing the first network between the AIM which will strengthening the
discussion, researches and exchangeability between the AIM. DARNA will organize a yearly
conference for the independent music and will launch several workshops and training projects
targeting AIM.
DARNA Location will be in Ramallah- Palestine and it will be registered as a nonprofit
company. DARNA will follow a mixed fundraising strategy that is targeting all potential local
25
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and international funders, institutions and businesses who can offer exchangeable services, to
support the yearly network meeting and all other planes training and consultancy projects.
DARNA Philosophy is based on Naom Chomsky thought about optimism and future: “Optimism
is a strategy for making a better future. Because unless you believe that the future can be better,
you are unlikely to step up and take responsibility for making it so.”26

6. Limitation and Future studies
As mentioned before, he author found a lot of difficulties to find any published information,
statistics or data on sales, revenues or employment within Egypt’s music industry that is
illustrating the Arabic music industry in general, and more specifically about the Arabic and
Egyptian independent music. Especially any secondary data that contains reports, revenues,
value of the industry, and other required data to develop a scientific research. Adding another
limitation which is related to the current political dramatic events that is happening at many
Arabic countries, the author have to emphasize that this thesis beside Rizk and Frishkopf two
papers could be considered as an initial references for further researches and studies that could
be developed about the Arabic music.
These limitation and the author thesis structure and conclusions could lead to a further argument
and discussion about the different issues raised here, specially, the one related to the author
assumption that the Arabic major labels are disappearing, by arguing that still their gaining huge
revenues from the new satellite channels and mega popular songs and talented armature contests.
Another point of argument that the AIM, and thus the AIM new wave is not structurally different
than the major mainstream music, it is noticeable that most of the AIM and EIM are producing
music that is influenced by the western rock, country, heavy metal genre or Latino and jazz
genre, and both music section are imitating the west. Adding to this point that although the AIM
song’s lyrics are closer to the street and peoples issues, but the EIM audience segment is limited
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to the young audience (mostly middle class or upper middle class young audience) and the poor
people or workers are very linked either to mainstream or classical Arabic music.
The author is encouraging other scholars to investigate these issues and other related issues to the
Arabic and Egyptian music, specifically, the live music scene, the end user behavior, is there an
independent music, what is independent music, the role of the government and private sector in
developing the Arabic music industry, music and polities.
As an Arabic researcher it is a unique experience to investigate the Arabic music industry almost
naked from most researcher weapons: references and secondary data (but who needs weapons),
you just go to the battle with one and only one weapon, what you believe in.
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